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Edge Chronicles 2: Stormchaser
If his inventions go wrong, Wendel just throws them
away and starts again. So when Clunk, his robot
assistant, fills the sock drawer with cups and saucers
and makes tea in a Wellington boot, Wendel throws
him on the scrapheap and makes himself a new
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assistant: the Wendelbot. But he gets more than he
bargained for, and soon Wendel finds himself on the
scrapheap. Can he win back his workshop from the
mighty Wendelbot? Let the robot battle commence!
Wendel's Workshop is a very funny adventure full of
crazy inventions and magnificent robots from awardwinning author and illustrator Chris Riddell - with a
subtle environmental message.

The Wizards of Once: Never and Forever
Apprenticed to the Most High Academe of
Sanctaphrax, a floating city of scholars, gossip, and
treachery, fourteen-year-old Quint runs increasingly
dangerous errands, which eventually bring him to a
place of gruesome monsters that threaten his life and
those of his friends.

Phantom of Blood Alley
Bears are seriously underestimated creatures when it
comes to spirituality and religious feeling. For the first
time, this book recognises their huge potential and
offers ursine students of Buddhism everywhere the
opportunity to focus their skills and follow the path to
enlightenment. From the meditation to the essential
concepts of Zen, all the fundamentals are set out here
in a series of concise interpretations of Buddhist
teaching. Wonderfully illustrated by well-known
illustrator Chris Riddell, this is the perfect gift with a
difference.

Fergus Crane
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These exciting tales are ideal for those new to the
Edge or as an addition to the collection of any fan.
They feature stories from each of the Edge trilogies:
one from the time of Twig, one from the time of Quint,
Twig's father, and one from the time of Rook, Twig's
grandson. Meet well-known characters from the
Edgeworld and get a tantalising glimpse into the last
Edge novel ever - released in 2009. The collection
also includes a beautiful fold-out timeline of the
Edgeworld and CLOUD WOLF and THE STONE PILOT,
World Book Day stories that fans have repeatedly
asked to see again.

Midnight Over Sanctaphrax
'All at once the hill erupted and out came - not a cute,
velvety mole - but a hand! Bony and hairy, the hand
grasped at the air like some hideous mutant meateating plant. Once. Twice. The third time it struck
lucky and, with the boy's wrist in its grasp, it
squeezed viciously. Sam screamed' The terrifying
figure of Tom Tiddler haunts Sam's dreams. With the
help of his new friend, Jordy, he identifies Tom to be
the spirit of a young pickpocket who, many years ago,
was unfairly accused of terrible crimes against
children and murdered by a lynch mob Now Sam and
Jordy must clear Tom's name - or be haunted by his
spirit forever

Vox
Barnaby Grimes is a tick-tock lad, running errands in
his city, day and night, and 'high-stacking' around the
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rooftops in search of new mysteries to solve. In this
first adventure, Barnaby is attacked one night by an
enormous dog. He kills it - but that's not the end of
this particular mystery . . . as Barnaby finds himself
swept up in a world of crooked doctors, poor and illadvised patients, strange tonics and very expensive
furs Could there be more to the seemingly
respectable Dr Cadwallader and the tonics he doles
out to the poor? Is there a link between the tonic and
the huge dogs - or possibly wolves - that are roaming
the city at night? When Barnaby's old acquaintance
Benjamin goes missing, Barnaby fears the worst for
him, and decides to dig deeper A fantastic romp
through a Dickensian-style city, with a wonderful new
hero in the guise of Barnaby. This new series from the
bestselling dream team of Stewart and Riddell is a
must for all fans of the Edge Chronicles - but also for
fans of Horowitz and Shan, as they move into new
territory and deliver a brilliantly exciting thriller-horror
for boys.

Freeglader
Soon after Victorian messenger Barnaby Grimes is
attacked by a huge beast while crossing London's
rooftops, he becomes entangled in a mystery
involving patent medicine, impoverished patients, and
very expensive furs.

The Rook Trilogy
Cade has never met his uncle, the infamous
'descender' Nate Quarter, who years ago committed
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heresy by lowering himself over the cliff-face of the
Edge. But Nate has returned, and the Academy of
Flight are looking for revenge against all of his
supporters - including Cade. So now he has to run.
With no money and nowhere else to go, Cade’s only
option is to stow away aboard the Xanth Filatine, a
mighty sky-ship bound for the city of Hive. But getting
onto the ship is only the beginning of his troubles as
he runs afoul of thieving goblins, brutal skymarshals,
and the unpleasant-sounding threat of skyfiring.
Stewart and Riddell return to the world of the Edge
Chronicles with the first in a brand new series of
adventures starring Cade Quarter.

The Winter Knights
Three stories from The edge chronicles featuring the
hero Twig.

The Curse of the Gloamglozer
Since his childhood in the DeepWoods, young Twig
has always longed to soar above the forest canopy
and explore the sky. Now a crew member on his
father’s sky pirate ship, the Stormchaser, his dream
seems fulfilled. But a much higher destiny awaits
Twig. The lofty city of Sanctaphrax—built on a giant
rock, floating high in the sky—is at the point of
disaster. The city’s future is dependent on
stormphrax—a valuable substance available only from
the heart of a Great Storm. And only the Stormchaser,
with Twig onboard, could risk entering a storm. . . .
From the Hardcover edition.
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Muddle Earth
While searching out adventure in the streets of 19th
century London, Barnaby Grimes finds himself on the
trail of a mad chemist with a talent for disappearing
into thin air.

Pirate Diary
The second book of the Cade Saga, part of the Edge
Chronicles. Cade Quarter is building a new life for
himself in the wild of the Farrow Ridges, miles away
from civilization -- and from the enemies who are
seeking him. His lakeside home is idyllic, and he lives
a peaceful existence with his prowlgrin, Rumblix and
Tug, the nameless one. But when his new home is
threatened by villainous mire-pearlers, Cade and his
friends must find a way to defend the land they love.
The arrival of the ship Doombringer means Cade must
leave the Farrow Ridges and compete in an ultimate
challenge to bring aid to the Lakes.

Clash of the Sky Galleons
A brilliantly inventive, fabulously illustrated addition
to the Far- Flung Adventures series from the awardwinning, bestselling author and illustrator team Paul
Stewart and Chris Riddell. Set in the same world as
the Fergus Crane and Corby Flood stories, this is the
tale of a small boy, Hugo Pepper, and his amazing
exploits. Raised in the Frozen North by reindeer
herders, his parents eaten by polar bears when he
was just a baby, Hugo discovers that the sled they
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arrived in has a very special compass—one that can
be set to "Home." And so Hugo arrives in Firefly
Square—to discover a group of very special friends,
and a dastardly enemy. With three-toed snowmen, a
secret buried treasure, and a host of fabulous stories,
this is a fantastic new tale in this series. From the
Hardcover edition.

Buddhism For Bears
The Last of the Sky Pirates Rook Barkwater lives
beneath Undertown, the bustling city of the
Edgeworld.He dreams of becoming a librarian knight
and sets out on a perilous journey. In the heart of the
Deepwoods, Rook encounters a mysterious character
-athe last sky pirate . . . Vox High in the crumbling
Palace of Statues, little more than a prisoner of the allpowerful Guardians of the Night, Vox Verlix plots and
schemes . . . Rook Barkwater finds himself embroiled
in Vox's scheming.He must stop him or the Edgeworld
could fall into total chaos . . . Freeglader Undertown is
destroyed! Gnokgoblins, waifs and cloddertrogs
huddle by the ruins, preparing for a mass exodus to
the Free Glades. Rook Barkwater knows the journey
will be full of peril. Dangers are everywhere, and in
the Goblin Nations, the tribes are massing for war.
Can Rook and his friends preserve freedom in the
Edgeworld?

Stone Pilot
Ottoline is back in Ottoline and the Purple Fox, a
beautifully illustrated adventure from former
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Children's Laureate, Chris Riddell. Ottoline and Mr
Munroe love puzzles, clues and mysteries. One day,
they meet an enigmatic purple fox, who offers to take
them on a night-time urban safari. The fox shows
them all the hidden animals of the city and Ottoline
makes notes on them in her field notebook. Mr
Munroe is making notes too - on the anonymous
poems he finds stuck to lampposts on their journey.
Who is the secretive poet, and how can he and
Ottoline help them mend their broken heart?

Ottoline and the Purple Fox
Cade Quarter has never met his uncle, the infamous
‘descender’ Nate Quarter, who years ago committed
heresy by lowering himself over the cliff-face of the
Edge. But Nate has returned, and the Academy of
Flight is looking for revenge against all of his
supporters – including Cade. So now Cade has to run.
With no money and nowhere else to go, Cade’s only
option is to stow away aboard the Xanth Filatine – a
mighty sky-ship bound for the city of Hive. But getting
onto the ship is only the beginning of his troubles, as
he runs afoul of thieving goblins, brutal skymarshals,
and the threat of ‘skyfiring’ . . . The Nameless One is
the first book of the Cade Saga – fourth trilogy in The
Edge Chronicles, the internationally best-selling
fantasy series, which has featured on the UK and the
New York Times best-seller lists and sold more than 3
million copies. There are now 13 titles and four
trilogies in the series, but each book is a stand-alone
adventure, so you can read The Edge Chronicles in
any order you choose.
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Far-Flung Adventures: Hugo Pepper
When young librarian knight Rook Barkwater is taken
captive and forced to work for Vox Verlix – nominally
the Most High Academe, but no more than a prisoner
in reality – he stumbles across a terrible truth. Vox is
brewing a plot to destroy the goblins and the shrykes
at a stroke, so that he can seize control of the
Edgeworld for himself. Can Rook foil Vox's plan and
save the lives of his librarian friends and colleagues?
Vox is the second book of the Rook Saga – third
trilogy in The Edge Chronicles, the internationally bestselling fantasy series, which has featured on the UK
and the New York Times best-seller lists and sold
more than 3 million copies. There are now 13 titles
and four trilogies in the series, but each book is a
stand-alone adventure, so you can read The Edge
Chronicles in any order you choose.

Returner's Wealth
The Clash of the Sky Galleons is the third book of the
Quint Saga, part of the bestselling Edge Chronicles over three million copies sold! Young sky-pirate
Quintâe(tm)s family was devastated when most of
them were killed in a vicious arson attack. Now the
treacherous quartermaster responsible has returned,
and Quint and his father are determined to take
revenge. From the deserted quarries of the Edge Cliff
to the deadly glades of bloodoak trees, their deadly
pursuit can only end in a clash of the sky galleons.
The third book of the Quint Saga, part of the Edge
Chronicles.
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The Edge Chronicles 8: Vox
THE ROOK TRILOGY, Book III Fleeing from the ruins of
New Undertown, Rook Barkwater and his
colleagues—the librarian knights, Felix Lodd and his
banderbear friends—must lead the escaping
population to a new life in the Free Glades. But perils
aplenty are ahead for the crowd—not to mention
some goblins with plans of their own. This is the
dramatic and exciting conclusion to the Rook
Barkwater trilogy that takes the reader on a thrilling
journey across the Edgeworld.

Goth Girl and the Pirate Queen
Cade Quarter is building a new life for himself in the
wild Farrow Ridges, miles away from civilization – and
from the enemies who are seeking him. But when his
new home is threatened by villainous mire-pearlers,
Cade and his friends must find a way to defend the
land they love, and the wise and beautiful secrets it
holds. Doombringer is the second book of the Cade
Saga – fourth trilogy in The Edge Chronicles, the
internationally best-selling fantasy series, which has
featured on the UK and the New York Times bestseller lists and sold more than 3 million copies. There
are now 13 titles and four trilogies in the series, but
each book is a stand-alone adventure, so you can
read The Edge Chronicles in any order you choose.

Far-Flung Adventures: Corby Flood
The No.1 bestselling series from the author of How to
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Train Your Dragon. Can Xar and Wish unite their
worlds in time to save the Wildwoods? Will it be Never
or Forever? The final book in the magical The Wizards
of Once series. Xar and Wish have found the
ingredients for the Spell-to-get-rid-of-Witches. Now
the Kingwitch is calling them to the lake of the lost.
But first they must mix the potion in the Cup of
Second Chances Can they defeat the hungry
Tatzelwerm monster and escape with the cup? And
will the spell be strong enough to lift the CURSE OF
THE WILDWOODS or will Witches reign FOREVER? "A
rollercoaster of suspense and surprise" GUARDIAN
"Cowell is moving towards national treasure" BIG
ISSUE "Another coup from Cowell" SUNDAY TIMES

The Curse of the Gloamglozer
The second magical, funny, and fabulously illustrated
story in the Far Flung Adventures from the authors of
Fergus Crane and the Edge Chronicles. Corby Flood
and her family are about to set sail on the rather
ramshackle cruise ship, the S.S. Euphonia. Her
boisterous brothers might not have noticed that
anything is wrong, but Corby is highly observant and
has a lot of time for note-taking and eavesdropping.
Onboard, among the odd passengers and eccentric
crew, there is a strange group of men in bowler-hats
who call themselves The Brotherhood of Clowns.
There's also a melancholy wailing sound coming from
the hold. It's strictly out of bounds but Corby can't
help investigating. What could be inside the crate she
discovers down in the hold? As the ship arrives at its
destination, Corby must enlist the help of some very
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well mustachioed locals to uncover the contents of
the crate and the dark secrets of the menacing
Clowns From the Hardcover edition.

Edge Chronicles: Freeglader
Rook Barkwater, one of the apprentices chosen to
make a dangerous journey to study in the
Deepwoods, joins the sky pirate Captain Twig in
opposing the Guardians of the Night and learns more
about his own past.

Edge - The Nameless One
From the creators of the internationally bestselling
Edge Chronicles comes an epic story of dragons! The
wyrmeweald is a hostile place, an arid wasteland
where man is both hunter and hunted, and where the
dragon-like wyrmes reign supreme. Seventeen-yearold Micah enters the wyrmeweald intent on stealing a
wyrme egg to sell for a bounty. With the riches such
an egg will bring—returner’s wealth—Micah can go
home to a life of luxury, and win the hand of the girl
he loves. But the wyrmeweald is a treacherous place,
and Micah quickly finds himself in mortal danger.
When a tracker named Eli rescues him, Micah is
forced to prove his worth, and together he and Eli
defend a rare wyrme hatchling from kith bandits
intent on stealing and selling wyrme eggs. As Micah
soon discovers, this hatchling has a guardian
already—the beautiful, brave, and dangerous Thrace.
Micah and Thrace make the worst possible match:
Micah is a would-be bandit, and Thrace is a wyrme
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rider-assassin, devoted protector of the wyrmeweald.
Yet their chemistry is undeniable, and soon Micah and
Thrace join forces to protect the rare wyrme and
battle the evil forces that encroach on their native
habitat. But is there anything left in the devastated
wyrmeweald to be saved?

The Wakening
Twig Verginix has now realised his dream of becoming
a sky pirate, exploring the skies of the Edge as a crewmember of The Stormchaser. That is until Cloud Wolf
forbids him from coming on the dangerous quest to
collect stormphrax - a valuable substance created
inside the heart of a Great Storm. Twig refuses to
leave his beloved skyship and smuggles himself on
board The Stormchaser - but can the ship, and its
crew - survive the destructive force of the Great
Storm itself? Stormchaser is the second book of the
Twig Saga - second trilogy in The Edge Chronicles, the
internationally best-selling fantasy series, which has
featured on the UK and the New York Times bestseller lists and sold more than 3 million copies. There
are now 13 titles and four trilogies in the series, but
each book is a stand-alone adventure, so you can
read The Edge Chronicles in any order you choose.

Edge Chronicles 2: Stormchaser
Where would you find a perfumed bog filled with pink
sticky hogs and exploding gas frogs? A place that's
home to a wizard with only one spell, an ogre who
cries a lot and a very sarcastic budgie? Welcome to
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Muddle Earth. A place where anything can happen and usually does. Joe Jefferson, an ordinary schoolboy
from ordinary earth, is about to find his life changed
forever. Prepare for a great battle of good, evil and
sort of OK Paul Stewart and Chris Riddell's Muddle
Earth is a wonderfully funny fantasy adventure with
unforgettable characters and beautiful illustrations
throughout.

The Edge Chronicles 12: Doombringer
A second installment in the Quint trilogy finds sky
pirate's son Quint pursuing training at the Knights
Academy and accidentally encountering the cloudeater sky leviathans, who make him aware of a
catastrophic force threatening Edgeworld. Original.

Barnaby Grimes: Curse of the Night Wolf
Nine-year-old Fergus Crane's life is filled with classes
on the school ship Betty Jeanne, interesting
neighbors, and helping with his mother's work until a
mysterious box flies into his window and leads him
toward adventure.

The Lost Barkscrolls
"Platt weaves vast quantities of nautical information
into a text as lively as it is absorbing." - Publishers
Weekly (starred review) Curious about life on a pirate
ship? Check out PIRATE DIARY: THE JOURNAL OF JAKE
CARPENTER, an account of adventure on the high
seas as told by a feisty nine-year-old carpenter’s
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apprentice, circa 1716. Historically accurate
illustrations of ship and crew, a map of Jake’s travels,
and a detailed glossary and index vividly reveal the
fascinating - and harsh - life of a pirate in the
eighteenth century. Ships ahoy!

Stormchaser
9 yrs+

Wendel's Workshop
Maugin is a trog, destined to change from a beautiful
creature into the fearsomely impressive adult
termagant at her first blooding, due very soon. But an
ill-fated trip above ground ends with her capture by
Deepwoods slavers. Maugin's subsequent sale to a
scientist could be the end of her - but for the actions
of a sky pirate, Quint Verginix.

Edge Chronicles: The Curse of the
Gloamglozer
Twig, a young sky pirate captain, is the only one who
can save the floating city of Sanctaphrax from the
Mother Storm, in the latest installment of The Edge
Chronicles series. Reprint.

The Immortals
Built high atop a floating rock, the great city of
Sanctaphrax is bound to the ground below by a chain,
its inhabitants living with their heads literally in the
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clouds. But the city hides a dangerous secret: deep
inside the great rock, something horrible is lurking.

Barnaby Grimes: Curse of the Night Wolf
When Ada travels to the seaside resort of Brighton on
holiday, she is very excited to meet leading followers
of fashion Lady Vivienne Dashwood and her rival, the
fashionable shepherd, Beau Peeps. They are there
preparing for World Frock Night - a lavish ball where
everyone dresses up in their finest costumes to
compete for the grand prize. Ada has been given
money by her father to buy a spectacular outfit for
the ball, and she's excited to be in with a chance of
winning the prize. But, as usual, nothing goes to plan,
and becoming the belle of the ball will prove to be
Ada's biggest challenge yet . . . Full of intricate black
and white illustrations, Goth Girl and the Pirate Queen
is a gorgeous World Book Day book from Chris Riddell,
award-winning author of Goth Girl and the Ghost of a
Mouse.

Ottoline Goes to School
Since his childhood in the DeepWoods, young Twig
has always longed to soar above the forest canopy
and explore the sky. Now a crew member on his
father’s sky pirate ship, the Stormchaser, his dream
seems fulfilled. But a much higher destiny awaits
Twig. The lofty city of Sanctaphrax—built on a giant
rock, floating high in the sky—is at the point of
disaster. The city’s future is dependent on
stormphrax—a valuable substance available only from
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the heart of a Great Storm. And only the Stormchaser,
with Twig onboard, could risk entering a storm. . . .
From the Hardcover edition.

Beyond the Deepwoods
Twig leaves the safety of the Deepwoods, where he
lives among the Woodtrolls, to discover his true
heritage and encounters some unforgettable, and
dangerous, characters along the way. Reprint.

The Edge Chronicles 11: The Nameless
One
"Freeglader" is the dramatic and exciting conclusion
to the Rook Barkwater sequence that takes the reader
on a thrilling journey across the Edgeworld.

The Edge Chronicles 12: Doombringer
Ottoline Brrown and her best friend, Mr. Munroe, are
going away to school . . . and they're not scared in the
least—even if it is haunted!

The Twig Trilogy
Rook Barkwater, the young librarian knight, attempts
to stop Vox Verlix, the Most High Academe, in his plot
to take over Edgeworld once again.

The Last of the Sky Pirates
THE QUINT TRILOGY, Book I Quint, the son of a sky
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pirate captain and new apprentice to Linius Pallitax,
the Most High Academe, has been given some highly
important tasks. Just how important, Quint is about to
find out as he and Linius's only daughter, Maris, are
plunged into a terrifying adventure that takes them
deep within the rock upon which Sanctaphrax is built.
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